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The application can be accessed through web-browsers. The recommended browser to enjoy the 

best experience of CPMS is Chrome but the CPMS accept the following (using different browsers 

compared to Chrome may altered the use of the video):  

 

• Mozilla Firefox (ver.60 or later)   

 

• Google Chrome (latest version, 64 or later)  

 

• Internet Explorer (ver.11.0 or later)  

 

•Microsoft Edge (ver.HTML 17.17134 or later)  

 

To access CPMS, please go to page on the web: 

https://cpms.ern-net.eu 
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It is strongly advised to have the very last browser version available installed for a better 

performance and avoid any issues..  

 

 

Potential users should already have or create an EU login account (which allows CPMS to 

validate the authenticity of the user without having access to the user passwords).  

 

When you have an EU login account (which can be used to access multiple EU information 

systems), click on the button “Login via EU login” to request authorisation to use CPMS and 

follow the instructions, this authorisation is granted at ERN level.  
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When using devices with Mac operating system (iOS), all users are requested to access the 

CPMS with one of the aforementioned browsers.  

 

 

• Safari users might only get audio service only when joining a video meetings, so it is highly 

advisable NOT to use Safari in order to get best experience. 

 

 • When using Microsoft Edge 16 and Safari, the functionality to share your screen is not yet 

supported. 

 

 • Users should not use private browsing modes such as “incognito” on Chrome whilst using the 

CPMS. 

 

 • Also, in your settings, turn on: JavaScript To be modified or explained (procedure to activate 

Java in  each supported browser). 
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